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The automatic scan program (516) is a C-level 7094 program which reads 
a data abstract tape and selects events, as~igns'event types and edits data 
onto maGnetic tapes in the standard EA7...E fonnat. The da.ta abstract tape,· 
which ~:J a result of A and B-level DAPR program operation, contains. track 
coordinates for each view and a list of tracks associated with each. spacial 
vertex.· . (Reference 1.) 

In ~electing events, straight-forward programming techniques are ap~lied· 
to iMpose p!1ysics selection .cri teria upon the data. 'Ihe program out})u'~~J a 
DA.1?R scan report which lists the selected events by frame and vertex location. 
1f a· manual pre-scan tape is also input, t!1e DAPR scan report will 1131; pre~ 
sca~ co~parisons. This paper will describe the method qy which the program 
selec'~3 events from the data ab:Jtract to.pe. In order to discuss the method, 
we Itl'.l:::t i'ir6t consider the ne.t.~re of the selection criteria. 

SCA!-TNIEG INSTRUCTIOI'~S 

. The physics selection criteria are scanning instructions which enable the 
progrQm to recognize events. Therefore) for any given 'experiment, a set of 
instructions includes an event descriptor for each event.type to be scanned. 
Each event descriptor is a concise statement which identifies the event type 
in 3. '.l.nique fa:Jh:!.on. 

Event type identification is accomplished py defining a chain position 
. block for each cha.in ]?osition in the 'event. (See Fir;uro 1). 

The chain 'poni tion e'ntries . are I.l.t. follm-Ts: 

a.) Chain position nlJ.,'11e 
b) Downntre:~Jn· chain ponition list 
(' ) Ru.r0'. f..\!lu· cr.r!;!~r~()ry bounrl~ 
(},) ]'t:/J.:n. truck, :f'::,d.u.ch\l '101UliI(: j'l!~i~[) , 

,:: ) U)I),~'/.~r.::d. OJ' n(:lJ~l·o.J. lin}: 

... , 
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f) Downstream linkage tallies 
g) Track ordering procedures 
h) Particle assignment 

Also included in the event descriptor is an event type assignment block. 
This information is transmitted to magnetic tape, along with. the track 
abstraction data, after the event has been .selected. 

TI~e event type assignment entries are: 

a) Assignment list 
b) Topology 
c) VTr:;' te!' 
d) . Subexperiment number 

Hence, after the program has selected an event fro.~ criteria entered 
in the chain position blocks, it assigns a name to the.event from the event· 
type as:3ign!nent block. 

PROGM,,"I PROCEDUR.E 

Th.e automatic scan program operates on one triad of track abstraction data 
at a ti~e. (See figure 2). The scanning procedure is done in t~o parts." 
The. first is pre-scan.processing, and the second is the event selection. 

P~'e-:::can procesning esto.bl1she·s vertex auxiliary table (VAT) entries which 
corres})Ond to the information in a chain position block. First, the program 

. e~tc.bliches rank, category,' beam track, and fiducial volume for all vertices. 
Next, :. t looks at each vertex in VAT and if the vertex has a bea'll tracll:, the 
dovmstre3Jll charged lin.il:ar.;es are tallied. : If the vertex is not a bellll1 track 
vertex, it is tested for being a neutral V candidate. When a vertex l!leets the 
neut!'o.l V requirementn, the program sen.rche::; every other vertex in VAT for 

. being ,.,r1thin the production cone of thic neutral V. When the primo.ry that has 
be~n ,found is a. bea'll track vertex, its dOWllgtream neutral linkage is tallied. 
TIlus, at .the end of pre-scan processing only beam track vertices hnve dO'hnst~eam 
linkages ~allied. 

Afte!' ::?re-scal1 processing has been completed for a triad, the program 
en~ers t!le scan routine. This routine searches the VAT for each event type 
desc:!;":;'':Je'l in the scanning instructions. 'tI'!len the list of event descriptors has 
bee:.:. e;d"l:\u::;ted, control goes back to read ::"n the next triad of track austraction 

If the SCQn routine finds a ver":;ex in the VAT which satisfies the criteria. 
of a )?r:i~o.ry cl~ain l?o8~_tion, it enters "~he vertex into the hypoth0DiG table. 
For ODt:-'re:"-:':ex cventD, the proerum :L:; n0i'{ ready to order the trucks and output 
t~lC eYF::'1':. Jf D. pri!/w.ry chain pO f.; :L1;:lon ·i.'10 cil: haG clm-rns trc~.l.m C'llOJ.n pCls:t t:tO!l::; 
l::s-t:.(~d,. and '':!10re ni"(~ dOi,rn:Jtrr:nm 'rertic!"': for' the v::.''';·x ~:-;.:!le(' v.:d from VN(" 
ther: "t.:"1''= routine (:o~nJ?utes dovtnstreo..rn 1:L11~('J,~:('" tQ.ll:;.(~~: .!:or the ~;ecoEdc\!''y V(!l'·lices. 
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These secondaries are compared to secondary chain position blocks and are 
entered into the hJs?othesis table if they match. Th1s process 1s cont1nued 
for each chain position block in the event descriptor. During 'this process" 
if ~~ vertex fails to match the scan criteria, the process is discontinued 
and the routine resumes searching VAT. 

After the event is selected" the routine orders and labels the tracks 
for each vertex in the hypothesis table. The data is then ready for 'being - \ 

edited into the standard HAZE: library format and is output, "along with the 
event t.ype assiB~~ent information, onto maGnetic tape. The routine continues 
to seo.rcn the VAT, twine; the event de!Jcriptor an n mask to be compared to the 
data as the descriptor is moved throuCh the VAT. When th,e end of the VAT is 
reached, the scan process is ste.rted for the next event descri!'tor. 

CONCTJJSION 

The automatic scan program reads a data abstract tape and scans the data 
for event t.ypes described in the physics selection criteria. The program ' 
operates on one triad of data at a time, and searches each triad for all of the" 
event types specified by the selection criteria. After an event has been 
selected, the tracks are ordered and labeled and the data is edited to the ' 
H~.zE lil)rary format. 

T.."le automatic scan program is as flexible as manual scanning and any of 
the criteria used by h~~ scanners can be applied by the program to the 
abs"~raeted da.f;e.. However, the program can :Jean 7200 triads per hour. 

Amons the event ~JPes that have been suceessful~ recognized by the 
automatic sc~3.n proGram are tim pronc;, four prong, four prong with an associated 
neutral V, and eight prong events. 
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Figure 1: 

Figure 2: 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

A schematic drawing showing the. event descriptor entries. 

A b;Lock diagramoi' the automatic scan program. 
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